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A small tribe of Neanderthals find themselves at odds with a
tribe comprised of homo sapiens, whose superior intelligence
and agility threatens their doom.
With a terrifying new form of life emerging from the mutated
landscape, Emily's only hope is to flee toward distant Alaska
where she can unite with the survivors who have reached out
to her from a remote science facility. The journey from New
York will be long and painstaking, and Emily has only her
faithful dog and whatever she can carry. But, after
discovering a small family of refugees along the way, Emily's
determination to escape the unfolding catastrophe and carve
out a new future is renewed. Standing in their way are Earth's
new masters, equally determined to survive and thrive, and
possessed of monstrous capabilities Emily and her allies can't
begin to imagine…until they're face to face with the hideous
reality.In the battle about to begin, there will be no room for
mistakes or mercy—only the most ruthless instincts to survive.
A deadly virus unleashed. Creating chaos and destruction
across the nation. But she destroyed my world that day.
Lochlan Even with years of military training, nothing could
have prepared me for the end of the world. But it happened.
And now, one year later, it's no better. In fact, it just got a
whole lot worse. Disguised with emerald green eyes and the
body of a god, comes death personified crashing through our
gates. Followed by a lot of teeth. She ruined my life. I wanted
to end hers. Adira Never in my wildest nightmares, did I think
my training would have been used for this. That I would
become this. But it happened. One year later, as the world
crumbles around me, I'm getting stronger, faster, hope
literally courses through my veins. But others see it as a
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curse. A weapon to be used in this time of despair. As hope
for humanity becomes a possibility, survival is not the only
thing I'm fighting for.
Accelerant - Sixth ExtinctionOur World Is Broken...we must fix
it.What if there was a reset button that could return Earth to
its rightful way.' What would life look like? How would life
change for those living now?Genesis believes Earth has been
raped and corrupted to the point of extinction. Genesis
believes they must save the world...and they will do this in the
most radical way. They will accelerate the extinction."The
World Is Broken. We must fix it." ~The Supreme Commander
of Genesis~Accelerant - The Sixth Extinction by James
Morris Robinson is a riveting story that powerfully depicts
radicalism and folly at their peak. Readers are introduced to
two radical and highly intelligent characters, Jeff and Kyle,
who are determined to reset the world by deploying nuclear
heat powerful enough to destroy the entire world, causing the
sixth extinction. Faced with the strength of the United States
Navy and other forces, will they succeed? Robinson's book is
an epic tale of folly and bravery, a tale packed with action.
The characters are compelling enough to grab the interest of
readers, and Jeff and Kyle form a pair that readers will not
forget for a long time after they have completed reading the
book. The Sixth Extinction is gripping and engrossing, laced
with vivid descriptions and interesting dialogues. It is
entertaining to watch the "Shepherds," a group composed of
leaders of the world's Islamic radical movements as they
gather together to deliberate on an important course of action
to take with regard to the imminent global crisis. Although this
is a work of fiction, it reads so realistically because it draws
from scientific facts that seem to be well researched and it
centers on realities that affect humanity at this age. Robinson
knows how to call the attention of readers to crucial questions
through his masterful storytelling. The plot is fast-paced, and
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the author has intelligently used humor and suspense to grab
the attention of readers.Experience the adventure. Get
started today.
From the primordial soup to meteorite impact zones, the
Manhattan Project to the latest research, this book is the first
full history of the scientists who strive to explain the genesis
of life. How did life begin? Why are we here? These are some
of the most profound questions we can ask. For almost a
century, a small band of eccentric scientists has struggled to
answer these questions and explain one of the greatest
mysteries of all: how and why life began on Earth. There are
many different proposals, and each idea has attracted
passionate believers who promote it with an almost religious
fervor, as well as detractors who reject it with equal passion.
But the quest to unravel life’s genesis is not just a story of big
ideas. It is also a compelling human story, rich in
personalities, conflicts, and surprising twists and turns. Along
the way, the journey takes in some of the greatest discoveries
in modern biology, from evolution and cells to DNA and life’s
family tree. It is also a search whose end may finally be in
sight. In The Genesis Quest, Michael Marshall shows how the
quest to understand life’s beginning is also a journey to
discover the true nature of life, and by extension our place in
the universe.
“Stylish, smart, and scary as hell.” —Chris Bohjalian, #1 New
York Times bestselling author "A nightmarish white-knuckler."
—O, The Oprah Magazine Oliver Park, a recovering addict
from Indiana, finally has everything he ever wanted: sobriety
and a loving, wealthy partner in Nathan, a prominent DC
trauma surgeon. Despite their difference in age and disparate
backgrounds, they've made a perfect life together. With
everything to lose, Oliver shouldn't be visiting Haus, a gay
bathhouse. But through the entrance he goes, and it's a line
crossed. Inside, he follows a man into a private room, and it's
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the final line. Whatever happens next, Nathan can never
know. But then, everything goes wrong, terribly wrong, and
Oliver barely escapes with his life. He races home in fullblown terror as the hand-shaped bruise grows dark on his
neck. The truth will destroy Nathan and everything they have
together, so Oliver does the thing he used to do so well: he
lies. What follows is a classic runaway-train narrative, full of
the exquisite escalations, edge-of-your-seat thrills, and oh-mygod twists. P. J. Vernon's Bath Haus is a scintillating thriller
with an emotional punch, perfect for readers curious for their
next must-read novel.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * "The Uninhabitable
Earth hits you like a comet, with an overflow of insanely lyrical
prose about our pending Armageddon."--Andrew Solomon,
author of The Noonday Demon With a new afterword It is
worse, much worse, than you think. If your anxiety about
global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you
are barely scratching the surface of what terrors are
possible--food shortages, refugee emergencies, climate wars
and economic devastation. An "epoch-defining book" (The
Guardian) and "this generation's Silent Spring" (The
Washington Post), The Uninhabitable Earth is both a
travelogue of the near future and a meditation on how that
future will look to those living through it--the ways that
warming promises to transform global politics, the meaning of
technology and nature in the modern world, the sustainability
of capitalism and the trajectory of human progress. The
Uninhabitable Earth is also an impassioned call to action. For
just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe
within the span of a lifetime, the responsibility to avoid it now
belongs to a single generation--today's. Praise for The
Uninhabitable Earth "The Uninhabitable Earth is the most
terrifying book I have ever read. Its subject is climate change,
and its method is scientific, but its mode is Old Testament.
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The book is a meticulously documented, white-knuckled tour
through the cascading catastrophes that will soon engulf our
warming planet."--Farhad Manjoo, The New York Times
"Riveting. . . . Some readers will find Mr. Wallace-Wells's
outline of possible futures alarmist. He is indeed alarmed.
You should be, too."--The Economist "Potent and evocative. .
. . Wallace-Wells has resolved to offer something other than
the standard narrative of climate change. . . . He avoids the
'eerily banal language of climatology' in favor of lush, rolling
prose."--Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times "The book has
potential to be this generation's Silent Spring."--The
Washington Post "The Uninhabitable Earth, which has
become a best seller, taps into the underlying emotion of the
day: fear. . . . I encourage people to read this book."--Alan
Weisman, The New York Review of Books
“Endlessly illuminating and a sheer pleasure to read.” —Jack
Miles, author of God: A Biography Daring to take the great
biblical account of human origins seriously, but without
credulity The most influential story in Western cultural history,
the biblical account of Adam and Eve is now treated either as
the sacred possession of the faithful or as the butt of secular
jokes. Here, acclaimed scholar Stephen Greenblatt explores it
with profound appreciation for its cultural and psychological
power as literature. From the birth of the Hebrew Bible to the
awe-inspiring contributions of Augustine, Dürer, and Milton in
bringing Adam and Eve to vivid life, Greenblatt unpacks the
story’s many interpretations and consequences over time.
Rich allegory, vicious misogyny, deep moral insight, narrow
literalism, and some of the greatest triumphs of art and
literature: all can be counted as children of our “first” parents.

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD IN FICTION NATIONAL BESTSELLER ONE
OF BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE SUMMER READS
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“One of the best novels I’ve read in 2021.” – Dwight
Garner, The New York Times “A perfect novel—taut and
seductive.” —Brandon Taylor, author of Real Life and
Filthy Animals “Intimacies is a haunting, precise, and
morally astute novel that reads like a psychological
thriller…. Katie Kitamura is a wonder.” —Dana Spiotta,
author of Wayward and Eat the Document A novel from
the author of A Separation, an electrifying story about a
woman caught between many truths. An interpreter has
come to The Hague to escape New York and work at the
International Court. A woman of many languages and
identities, she is looking for a place to finally call home.
She's drawn into simmering personal dramas: her lover,
Adriaan, is separated from his wife but still entangled in
his marriage. Her friend Jana witnesses a seemingly
random act of violence, a crime the interpreter becomes
increasingly obsessed with as she befriends the victim's
sister. And she's pulled into an explosive political
controversy when she’s asked to interpret for a former
president accused of war crimes. A woman of quiet
passion, she confronts power, love, and violence, both in
her personal intimacies and in her work at the Court. She
is soon pushed to the precipice, where betrayal and
heartbreak threaten to overwhelm her, forcing her to
decide what she wants from her life.
A profound, powerful and moving collection of 100 letters
from around the world responding to the climate crisis,
introduced by Emma Thompson and lovingly illustrated
by CILIP award winner Jackie Morris. ‘All power to this
amazing project.’ JOANNE HARRIS ‘Makes sense of
the climate crisis in a whole new way’ MAGID MAGID
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Dr. Jack Greer's startling discovery beneath the Gulf of
Mexico proved to the world we were not alone in the
universe. But when images from the Voyager I space
probe reveal an alien doomsday ship hurtling toward the
earth, the human race seems marked for extinction. As
news of the approaching ship spreads panic around the
globe, signs of a sinister plot begin to emerge. One
which threatens to unravel the already fragile fabric of
society and everything Jack and Dr. Mia Ward have
fought for. But could a mysterious signal emanating from
inside Greenland's ice sheet hold the promise of
unlocking the secrets hidden within our genome and
preventing humanity's destruction? From the frozen
fields of Greenland to the bustling Indian subcontinent
and the cobbled streets of Rome, the race is on to stop
the deadliest countdown to extinction the human race
has ever known.
Intended to create life from nothingness, the Genesis
Device had the potential to become a weapon of aweinspiring destructiveness, capable of rearranging matter
and life energy on a planetary scale. After the
cataclysmic explosion of the Genesis Planet, and the
Klingon Empire's attempt to steal the top-secret
technology for its own military purposes, Starfleet wisely
decided to destroy all data and records on Project
Genesis, hoping to bury its deadly secrets forever.
Nearly a century later, all that remains of Genesis is the
knowledge stored in the mind of an elderly, almostforgotten scientist namedDr. Carol Marcus. But Dr.
Marcus has gone missing, and a menace from bygone
days has come rushing back with a vengeance.
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Sweeping across the Alpha Quadrant at a terrifying
speed, a mysterious wave of energy is wiping out
populations of entire planets, rearranging matter on a
molecular level to create bizarre new landscapes and lifeforms. The Starship Enterprise™, commanded by Captain
Jean-Luc Picard, is the first Starfleet vessel to discover
the threat, but Picard and his crew are not the only ones
in danger. Billions of living beings and hundreds of
inhabited planets lie in the path of the mutagenic wave,
which is expanding outward as it traverses the cosmos.
Earth and the Romulan Empire face total obliteration. To
discover the origin of the wave, Picard and his crew must
probe the long-buried mysteries of the past. But even if
he can uncover the shocking history of the Genesis
Wave, is there any way to save the future from its
unleashed fury? The Genesis Wave, Book One, is the
beginning of an apocalyptic two-part adventure that will
pit the desperate crew of the Starship Enterprise against
a disaster of galactic proportions.
Destiny's Call brings to life scenes, stories and
characters from the Book of Genesis. In captivating
fictional short stories, Destiny's Call gives a glimpse of
the struggles of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs, the birth
and conflicts of the Tribes of Israel, and a deeper
exploration of some of the colorful characters depicted in
the Bible. Destiny's Call relies heavily on biblical and
archeological sources. The book includes questions for
discussion, detailed hand-drawn maps of the ancient
world, recreated genealogical records and timeline, an
index of biblical references, and a glossary of biblical
terms. Ben-Tzion Spitz is the author of the Torah Shorts
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blog (at ben-tzion.com), where he has published dozens
of biblical fiction stories and biblical analysis based on
ancient, medieval and contemporary sources. Spitz has
been exploring and researching biblical stories and
archeological findings for over two decades. He is also
the creator and lecturer of the Biblical Fiction series in
Jerusalem, Israel.
Before there was a modern-day town called Dark Moon
Vale, there was an ancient kingdom nestled in the
Transylvanian Alps. Before there was a primordial
species called the Vampyr, there was a celestial race
begotten of gods and men. Before light battled shadow,
the sacrifice became mandatory, or the first Blood Moon
adorned the celestial sky... There was The Curse. A
punishment. An abomination. The ultimate act of
vengeance. And it was placed upon a people so
corrupted by their thirst for blood and dominion that they
awakened the souls of the slain and became the souls of
the damned: Young, beautiful, and in the prime of her
life, Jessenia Groza is not ready to die. Yet she has been
condemned by Prince Jaegar's men, slated as a sacrifice
to the gods. Timaos Silivasi would gladly risk everything his power, his privilege, his celestial heart - to save his
one true love, but fate has a plan of its own... For this
couple. For this civilization. For this lost race of warriors,
who will never be the same. Every legend has a
beginning... BLOOD GENESIS: prequel to the Blood
Curse Series
Human activity has irreversibly changed the natural
environment. But the news isn't all bad. It's accepted
wisdom today that human beings have permanently
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damaged the natural world, causing extinction,
deforestation, pollution, and of course climate change.
But in Inheritors of the Earth, biologist Chris Thomas
shows that this obscures a more hopeful truth -- we're
also helping nature grow and change. Human cities and
mass agriculture have created new places for
enterprising animals and plants to live, and our activities
have stimulated evolutionary change in virtually every
population of living species. Most remarkably, Thomas
shows, humans may well have raised the rate at which
new species are formed to the highest level in the history
of our planet. Drawing on the success stories of diverse
species, from the ochre-colored comma butterfly to the
New Zealand pukeko, Thomas overturns the accepted
story of declining biodiversity on Earth. In so doing, he
questions why we resist new forms of life, and why we
see ourselves as unnatural. Ultimately, he suggests that
if life on Earth can recover from the asteroid that killed off
the dinosaurs, it can survive the onslaughts of the
technological age. This eye-opening book is a profound
reexamination of the relationship between humanity and
the natural world.
Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award for Natural
History "After reading Super Fly, you will never take a fly
for granted again. Thank you, Jonathan Balcombe, for
reminding us of the infinite marvels of everyday
creatures." —Sy Montgomery, Author of How to Be a
Good Creature From an expert in animal consciousness,
a book that will turn the fly on the wall into the elephant
in the room. For most of us, the only thing we know
about flies is that they're annoying, and our usual
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reaction is to try to kill them. In Super Fly, the mythbusting biologist Jonathan Balcombe shows the order
Diptera in all of its diversity, illustrating the essential role
that flies play in every ecosystem in the world as
pollinators, waste-disposers, predators, and food source;
and how flies continue to reshape our understanding of
evolution. Along the way, he reintroduces us to familiar
foes like the fruit fly and mosquito, and gives us the
chance to meet their lesser-known cousins like the
Petroleum Fly (the only animal in the world that breeds in
crude oil) and the Chocolate Midge (the sole pollinator of
the Cacao tree). No matter your outlook on our tiny
buzzing neighbors, Super Fly will change the way you
look at flies forever. Jonathan Balcombe is the author of
four books on animal sentience, including the New York
Times bestselling What A Fish Knows, which was
nominated for the PEN/E.O. Wilson Award for Science
Writing. He has worked for years as a researcher and
educator with the Humane society to show us the
consciousness of other creatures, and here he takes us
to the farthest reaches of the animal kingdom.

First comes the red rain: a strange, scarlet downpour
from a cloudless sky that spreads across cities,
nations, and the entire globe. In a matter of panicked
hours, every living thing on earth succumbs to swift,
bloody death. With only wits, weapons, and a
bicycle, Emily must undertake a grueling journey
across a country that's turning increasingly alien. For
though she fears she's been left to inherit the earth,
the truth is far more terrifying than a lifetime of
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solitude.
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international
bestseller tells the story of an American missionary
family in the Congo during a poignant chapter in
African history. It spins the tale of the fierce
evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife
and four daughters on a missionary journey into the
heart of darkness of the Belgian Congo in 1959.
They carry with them to Africa all they believe they
will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from
garden seeds to the King James Bible - is
calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from
the perspective of the five women, this is a
compelling exploration of African history, religion,
family, and the many paths to redemption. The
Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the Pulitzer
Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading
group novel ever at the Penguin/Orange Awards. It
continues to be read and adored by millions
worldwide.
In a novel of military intrigue, formidable ex-Navy
SEAL John Clark takes on a world-threatening band
of terrorists
With a global pandemic threatening humanity,
archaeologist Dr. Martin Anders' latest discovery
attracts the attention of a biotech company in need
of help to retrieve the pandemic's cure--from 12,000
years in the past.
"Geophysicist Jack Greer believes he may finally
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have found the resting place of the meteorite that
wiped out the dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago.
A few miles off the Yucatán coast, Jack and a team
of scientists tow an aging drilling platform over the
impact crater with the aim of securing a sample. But
buried deep beneath the earth lies a shocking
discovery that threatens to shatter everything we
think we know about the origins of our species. A
world away, geneticist Dr. Mia Ward receives a
mysterious delivery from her former boss and
mentor, Alan Salzburg. In it are clues of a dire
warning hidden inside the human genome, one
which foretells man's very extinction. His instructions
to Mia are simple: keep the information safe and,
above all, trust no one--words all the more chilling
after Alan turns up dead. But who wrote the
message and what does it mean? Jack's recent
discovery just may hold the answers, but can she
reach him in time to save the human race?" -- Back
cover.
Dr. Victor Kraus labored tirelessly as a wildlife
ecologist, passionately striving to use science and
reformed policies to curtail the human activities
driving global warming and fueling the sixth mass
extinction. When Victor realized that nothing would
stop the number of species being lost to human
greed and overconsumption, he resorted to using the
only weapon left in his arsenal: the first mass human
extinction. A highly lethal engineered virus was
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developed and disseminated around the world to
reduce the human population to one billion people.
As the viral apocalypse detonated across the globe,
the virus destroyed billions of lives and delivered fear
and chaos to every corner of the earth. With the
pandemic running rampant, a Montana virologist
working on a vaccine, recruited an unlikely group of
friends to help him hunt down an increasingly brazen
Victor, stop the virus, and save what is left of
humankind.
Award-winning science-fiction mastermind Kenneth
Johnson blends epic adventure, romance, and
evocative drama into an intense supernatural thriller
rooted in one of the great untold legends of human
history. New York City, New Year’s weekend, 2001.
Jillian Guthrie, a troubled young journalist, stumbles
onto a tantalizing mystery: the same man, unaged,
stands alongside Ulysses S. Grant, Theodore
Roosevelt, and Gandhi in three different
photographs spanning eighty-five years of history. In
another part of town, Will—an enigmatic thirty-threeyear-old of immense charm, wit, and
intelligence—looks forward to the new year with hope
and trepidation. Haunted by his secret past and
shadowed by a dangerous stranger, he finds himself
the object of an intense manhunt spearheaded by an
ambitious Vatican emissary and an elderly former
UN envoy named Hanna. During the next forty-eight
hours, a catastrophic event unites Will, Jillian, and
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Hanna—and puts them in the crosshairs of a
centuries-old international conspiracy. Together, the
three must unravel an ancient curse that stretches
back two millennia and beyond, and face a primal
evil that threatens their lives and thousands more.
Some thousands of years ago, the world was home
to an immense variety of large mammals. From
wooly mammoths and saber-toothed tigers to giant
ground sloths and armadillos the size of
automobiles, these spectacular creatures roamed
freely. Then human beings arrived. Devouring their
way down the food chain as they spread across the
planet, they began a process of voracious extinction
that has continued to the present. Headlines today
are made by the existential threat confronting
remaining large animals such as rhinos and pandas.
But the devastation summoned by humans extends
to humbler realms of creatures including beetles,
bats and butterflies. Researchers generally agree
that the current extinction rate is nothing short of
catastrophic. Currently the earth is losing about a
hundred species every day. This relentless
extinction, Ashley Dawson contends in a primer that
combines vast scope with elegant precision, is the
product of a global attack on the commons, the great
trove of air, water, plants and creatures, as well as
collectively created cultural forms such as language,
that have been regarded traditionally as the
inheritance of humanity as a whole. This attack has
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its genesis in the need for capital to expand
relentlessly into all spheres of life. Extinction,
Dawson argues, cannot be understood in isolation
from a critique of our economic system. To achieve
this we need to transgress the boundaries between
science, environmentalism and radical politics.
Extinction: A Radical History performs this task with
both brio and brilliance.
Revised edition: This edition of Toward Yesterday
includes editorial revisions.
Extinction Point47North
In search of answers and action, the award-winning poet
and essayist Lisa Wells brings us Believers, introducing
trailblazers and outliers from across the globe who have
found radically new ways to live and reconnect to the
Earth in the face of climate change We find ourselves at
the end of the world. How, then, shall we live? Like most
of us, Lisa Wells has spent years overwhelmed by
increasingly urgent news of climate change on an
apocalyptic scale. She did not need to be convinced of
the stakes, but she could not find practical answers. She
embarked on a pilgrimage, seeking wisdom and paths to
action from outliers and visionaries, pragmatists and
iconoclasts. Believers tracks through the lives of these
people who are dedicated to repairing the earth and
seemingly undaunted by the task ahead. Wells meets an
itinerant gardener and misanthrope leading a group of
nomadic activists in rewilding the American desert. She
finds a group of environmentalist Christians practicing
“watershed discipleship” in New Mexico and another
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group in Philadelphia turning the tools of violence into
tools of farming—guns into ploughshares. She watches
the world’s greatest tracker teach others how to read a
trail, and visits botanists who are restoring land overrun
by invasive species and destructive humans. She talks
with survivors of catastrophic wildfires in California as
they try to rebuild in ways that acknowledge the fires will
come again. Through empathic, critical portraits, Wells
shows that these trailblazers are not so far beyond the
rest of us. They have had the same realization, have
accepted that we are living through a global catastrophe,
but are trying to answer the next question: How do you
make a life at the end of the world? Through this
miraculous commingling of acceptance and activism, this
focus on seeing clearly and moving forward, Wells is
able to take the devastating news facing us all, every
day, and inject a possibility of real hope. Believers
demands transformation. It will change how you think
about your own actions, about how you can still make an
impact, and about how we might yet reckon with our
inheritance.
The second book in the best-selling Complete Adventure
series is designed by the creative folks at Answers in
Genesis. This unique "field trip in a book" focuses on the
exciting new Creation Museum just 7 miles west of the
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport.
Visitors explore dinosaur exhibits, video theaters, a
petting zoo, a state-of-the-art planetarium and much
more.
"With the doomsday ship only days away from impacting
the Earth, humanity's demise seems all but assured. In
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every corner of the world, news of the impending
destruction has led to chaos, looting and the collapse of
the rule of law. As the foundations of civilization crumble
around them, Jack and Mia must race to find answers to
perhaps the most important questions of all time. Why
have the Ateans repeatedly eradicated life on our
planet? And could the key to ending the cycle of
extinctions be locked somewhere within the Salburg
Chromosome? Unraveling the mystery will mean
journeying deep into the heart of a perilous alien world
and facing off against the very beings who created us." -Back cover.
The Race is on... Meredith Gale has to make contact
with the Architect before the Adversary's agent, the
transformed Abernathy, reaches her and ruins the
millennia of planning designed to save the Earth. In order
to accomplish this, she and her ragtag band of friends
have to unify the scattered survivors of the multiverse to
oppose the Adversary. Along the way, new allies will be
made while new opponents do their best to stop her.If
she fails, not only will the last of humanity be wiped
away, but the Earth won't survive the collapse of the
universe.All the questions get answered in this final
installment of the acclaimed This Alien Earth Series.
One of the most beloved and bestselling novels of
spiritual adventure ever published, Ishmael has earned a
passionate following. This special twenty-fifth
anniversary edition features a new foreword and
afterword by the author. “A thoughtful, fearlessly low-key
novel about the role of our species on the planet . . . laid
out for us with an originality and a clarity that few would
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deny.”—The New York Times Book Review Teacher
Seeks Pupil. Must have an earnest desire to save the
world. Apply in person. It was just a three-line ad in the
personals section, but it launched the adventure of a
lifetime. So begins an utterly unique and captivating
novel. It is the story of a man who embarks on a highly
provocative intellectual adventure with a gorilla—a
journey of the mind and spirit that changes forever the
way he sees the world and humankind’s place in it. In
Ishmael, which received the Turner Tomorrow
Fellowship for the best work of fiction offering positive
solutions to global problems, Daniel Quinn parses
humanity’s origins and its relationship with nature, in
search of an answer to this challenging question: How
can we save the world from ourselves? Explore Daniel
Quinn’s spiritual Ishmael trilogy: ISHMAEL • MY
ISHMAEL • THE STORY OF B Praise for Ishmael “As
suspenseful, inventive, and socially urgent as any fiction
or nonfiction you are likely to read this or any other
year.”—The Austin Chronicle “Before we’re halfway
through this slim book . . . we’re in [Daniel Quinn’s] grip,
we want Ishmael to teach us how to save the planet from
ourselves. We want to change our lives.”—The
Washington Post “Arthur Koestler, in an essay in which
he wondered whether mankind would go the way of the
dinosaur, formulated what he called the Dinosaur’s
Prayer: ‘Lord, a little more time!’ Ishmael does its bit to
answer that prayer and may just possibly have bought us
all a little more time.”—Los Angeles Times
The answers are out there...With the island of Avalon far
behind them, Meredith and her companions continue
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their search for Candidate One in the hope of finally
discovering the secrets behind why they were brought to
this strange, future-version of Earth.Wild adventures,
mysterious technologies, and new friends will help
Meredith on her journey. But the Adversary has its own
plans for her, and soon she finds herself fighting for
survival against an enemy unlike anything she has
encountered before.There is only one hope for the future
of humanity. Can Meredith handle the burden? Find out
in the unforgettable second installment of the This Alien
Earth Series.
Welcome Children of Earth. Do not be afraid.After a
devastating car crash leaves her addicted to pain pills and
her best friend dead, Meredith Gale has finally been pushed
beyond her breaking point. Ending her life seems like the only
way out, and that choice has left her dangling by her
fingertips from a bridge above the freezing water of the San
Francisco Bay.But someone, or some thing, has other plans
for Meredith. As her fingers slip from the cold steel of the
bridge, a disembodied voice ask her a simple question:
"Candidate 13: Do you wish to be saved?"Realizing her
mistake too late, Meredith screams "Yes!" and instantly finds
herself transported to a mysterious island, alongside
hundreds of other Candidates like her, each pulled from
human history with seemingly little in common. But when
Meredith stumbles across a cryptic message meant only for
her, she uncovers an even bigger mystery - a mystery that
places the fate of humanity's future firmly in her hands.With
the help of her new companions, Meredith sets out on an
impossible journey to find the one person who can solve the
riddle of why they were brought to this strange, alien Earth...
assuming they can survive the dangers that lurk within this
new world and the dark forces massing against them.Don't
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miss the first book in the This Alien Earth Series, a futuristic
adventure perfect for fans of Jeremy Robinson, Stephen King
& Lost.
"Blazingly original, wry, and perfectly attuned to the
oddness—and the profundity—of life” (Cristina Henríquez),
Claire Luchette's debut, Agatha of Little Neon, is a novel
about yearning and sisterhood, figuring out how you fit in (or
don’t), and the unexpected friends who help you find your
truest self Agatha has lived every day of the last nine years
with her sisters: they work together, laugh together, pray
together. Their world is contained within the little house they
share. The four of them are devoted to Mother Roberta and to
their quiet, purposeful life. But when the parish goes broke,
the sisters are forced to move. They land in Woonsocket, a
former mill town now dotted with wind turbines. They take
over the care of a halfway house, where they live alongside
their charges, such as the jawless Tim Gary and the
headstrong Lawnmower Jill. Agatha is forced to venture out
into the world alone to teach math at a local all-girls high
school, where for the first time in years she has to reckon all
on her own with what she sees and feels. Who will she be if
she isn’t with her sisters? These women, the church, have
been her home. Or has she just been hiding? Disarming,
delightfully deadpan, and full of searching, Claire Luchette’s
Agatha of Little Neon offers a view into the lives of women
and the choices they make.
The fourth book in USA Today bestselling author Nicholas
Sansbury Smith's propulsive post-apocalyptic series about
one man's mission to save the world. Central Command is
gone, the military is fractured, and the surviving members of
Team Ghost, led by Master Sergeant Reed Beckham, have
been pushed to the breaking point. Betrayed by the country
they swore to defend and surrounded by enemies on all
sides, Team Ghost has one mission left: protect Dr. Kate
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Lovato and Dr. Pat Ellis while they develop a weapon to
defeat the Variants once and for all. But after a grisly
discovery in Atlanta, Kate and Ellis realize their weapon might
not be able to stop the evolution of the monsters. Joined by
unexpected allies and facing a new threat none of them saw
coming, the survivors are running out of time to save the
human race from extinction. There's a storm on the horizon...
pick up the series that D. J. Molles said "delivers unrelenting,
unmerciful action" before it's too late! The Extinction Cycle:
Book 1: Extinction HorizonBook 2: Extinction EdgeBook 3:
Extinction AgeBook 4: Extinction EvolutionBook 5: Extinction
EndBook 6: Extinction AftermathBook 7: Extinction War
ONE OF THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW'S 10
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR A major book about the future
of the world, blending intellectual and natural history and field
reporting into a powerful account of the mass extinction
unfolding before our eyes Over the last half a billion years,
there have been five mass extinctions, when the diversity of
life on earth suddenly and dramatically contracted. Scientists
around the world are currently monitoring the sixth extinction,
predicted to be the most devastating extinction event since
the asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs. This time
around, the cataclysm is us. In The Sixth Extinction, two-time
winner of the National Magazine Award and New Yorker
writer Elizabeth Kolbert draws on the work of scores of
researchers in half a dozen disciplines, accompanying many
of them into the field: geologists who study deep ocean cores,
botanists who follow the tree line as it climbs up the Andes,
marine biologists who dive off the Great Barrier Reef. She
introduces us to a dozen species, some already gone, others
facing extinction, including the Panamian golden frog,
staghorn coral, the great auk, and the Sumatran rhino.
Through these stories, Kolbert provides a moving account of
the disappearances occurring all around us and traces the
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evolution of extinction as concept, from its first articulation by
Georges Cuvier in revolutionary Paris up through the present
day. The sixth extinction is likely to be mankind's most lasting
legacy; as Kolbert observes, it compels us to rethink the
fundamental question of what it means to be human.
Using rocks as proof, a geologist examines the great flood
stories found in many cultures and religions and travels
across countries and landscapes to discover a place where
theology and science converge. 13,000 first printing.
With his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller The
Sword of Shannara and its acclaimed sequels, Terry Brooks
brought a new audience to epic fantasy. Now that story of
clashing forces of darkness and light, of Shannara’s
beginnings and the human race’s possible end, marches
forward into an unforgettable second volume full of mystery,
magic, and momentous events. Across the ruined landscape
that is America—hopelessly poisoned, plague-ridden, burned,
and besieged by demon armies bent on exterminating all
mortal life—two pilgrims have been summoned to serve the
embattled cause of good. Logan Tom has journeyed to
desolate Seattle to protect a ragged band of street urchins
and the being known as “the gypsy morph,” who is both
mortal and magical, and destined to save mankind unless he
is destroyed. Likewise, Angel Perez has her own quest, one
that will take her from the wreckage of Los Angeles to a
distant, secret place untouched by the horrors of the
nationwide blight–a place where the race of Elves has
dwelled since before man existed. But close behind these
lone Knights of the Word swarm the ravening forces of the
Void. As the menacing thunder of war drums heralds the
arrival of the demons and their brutal minions in Seattle, the
young survivors who call themselves the Ghosts are forced to
brave the dangerous world of gangs, mutants, and worse to
escape the invasion. And Logan Tom must infiltrate a refugee
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compound to rescue Hawk, the leader of the street urchins,
who has yet to learn the truth about who and what he is.
Meanwhile, Angel Perez has joined an equally urgent
mission: to find the Ellcrys, a fabled talisman crucial to
protecting the Elven realm against an influx of unspeakable
evil from the dread dimension known as the Forbidding. But
Angel and her Elf allies must beware–for a demon spy, with a
monstrous creature at its command, walks among them. As
the legions of darkness draw the noose tighter, and the time
of confrontation draws near, those chosen to defend the soul
of the world must draw their battle lines and prepare to fight
with, and for, their lives. If they fail, humanity falls. BONUS:
This edition contains an excerpt from Terry Brooks's The
Measure of the Magic.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the
ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical
visions, grisly images and numerological predictions.
According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
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